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ON THE STANDARD IENGTH

OF A TEST*

Max A. Woodbury

Institute for Advanced Study
and

University of Michigan

Abstract

A new concept, that of the standard length of a test, seems useful
in simplifying formulas for reliability and validity coefficifmts for tests
of altered length. The usefulness of the concept is a consequence of the
fact that it is possible to define a unit of test information, this being,
in fact, the 'amount of information in a test of standard length. The
amount of inf'ormation in a test is its length L in terms of its standard
length as a unit. From this one computes the reliability r of the test by "
the f'ormula r '" L/(L + 1). For small amounts of' information, the reliability
and the information are approximately equal. It is readily seen that the
standard length of a test is that length which would,make its reliability
one half. The length of a test in terms of its standard length as a unit
required to produce a given reliability is given by L = r/(l - r). Both
formulas reduce to (1 + L) (1 - r) '" 1.

The correlation. between two tests of length Ll and L2 in terms ofI'
their standard lengths as units is r l »R12 L L2. I(L

I
+ l)(L + 1) 1 2,

where R12 is the correlation correctetl f'or atte~uation. For t~e/case of
correla~~on with a criterion this becomes rIc'" RIc LIlLI + 1 I 2 where
RIc is' the validity coef'ficient corrected for attenuation .

. Introduction~

In s<!>me correspondence relating to the notions advan.ced by Horst l
and. Taylor 2 the author introduced and used the notion of the standard
length of' a test to simplify 'lIlfl.rkedly some formulas. This notion does not
seem to be currently familiar 60 this note was prepared to present it to the
readers of Psychometrika as an interesting and possibly useful unit of
test length.

SUbsequent investigations bave shown some interesting relat'ions to
the theories of information developed 'by Fisher as a statistical toolaIld
by Shannon in the theory of communication. The full picture in this con
nection is still in abeyance and only preliminary results are available.
Later it is hoped to publish the results in full. A subsequent paper
will cover the application of these techn.iques to the problem treated by
Horst and Taylor mentioned above.

* The author, wishes to acknowledge the aid of the Office of Naval Research
in prOViding, the funds for conducting the research cov~red in this note.



StandardLength:

The Spearman-Brown formula for the reliability of a test tli" as a
fUIlction of its length can be written:

(1)

where a i is its original length and r (a.) is the reliability at length
a. an.d similarly for t. and r.i(t i ). ~e~conditions for which tp:is formula
i§ valid are not our c5ncern flere. The equation can be written in a form
which will exhibit a property of the test which is independent of its
length, viz.

t i 1 - rii(ti ) Irii(tt) =a i 1 - rti(ai ) jr1i(ai ).

This n.umerical property of the test has the dimension of test length,
hencelt has been decided to call it the standard length of the test "i"
and denote it by the symbol Ti . Since this quantity does not depend on
the actual length of the test, but on.l;yon. the kinds of items in the test
it can be used to compare tests whose lengths are different. The definition

. of the standard length gives us the formula

(2) 1 - r
i

. (a.) .
~ 1

In. terms of the new quantity we find

(3a)

and a reformulation gives

(3b) t.(r) = T. r/(l - r)
1 1

gives us the length tier) of the test "i lt which will give a specified
reliability r. It can. now be easily seen that if the length of a test
happens to be exactly its standard length then. the reliability is one
half.

If the length of a test is expressed in terms of the standard length as a
unit~ Li := ti/Ti we find the relation between L

i
and r ii to be

(3c)

and

(3d) L. = r i . I (l - r .. ).
1 1 11

The quantity Li which we shall call the "total information" in the test
"i" ~t the given length is determined by the reliability un.iquely and
conversely. However it has the advan.tagethat tests can be compare~
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validly in terms of this quantity and their length while reliabilit1es
can not. Thus if test "1 11 has reliability 0.7 and length 35 minutes
and test "2" has reliability 0.8 'and length 40 minutes one might presume
that they are equally "reliable" per mit length since the reliabilities
are proportional to the length. However the total information in test
"111 is 2.33 un.its and in test "2" the total information. is 4.00 units
which are not in. proportion to their length, the test "2" having the
greatest amount of information. per unit Of time. Thus in. an hour test
"1" would have 4.00 units and test "2" would have 6.00 units of ini'ormation
and thus bas 5C1fo more information per un.it of time.

Correlation and Valid1tl:

Computations involving the correlation between. two tests as a function
of their lengths can. be handled simply in terms of the standard lengths of the
tests and the correlation. between the tests corrected for attenuation. Let
"i" and "j" be the two tests, r

ii
and r

jj
be their observed reliabilities

at the respective lengths of a i and a.1 aM let r. j be their observed corre
lation at these lengths. Then anothe}:' well kn.O'W'fi. formula gives their corre
lation when their lengths are t i and t j :

1/2/ 1/2 1/2(4) rij(ti,t j ) =r ij titj ai+(ti-ai)rii aj+(tj-aj)rjj ,

whiCh reduces to (1) when i = .1, a i

(58)

or also as

= as. and ~i

•... -1./2
tit j ,

= t
j

. This can be written as

1/2(t1+T i ) (tj+T j ) ,

(5b)

where

(6) 1/2

The value of the correlation. corrected for atten.uation, like the stan.dard
length is not affected by changes of length of the two tests. If both tests
are of standard length then the correlation. between them 1s just half of
Bij •

The case of correlation~with a criterion (validity) scarcely needs
separate treatmen.t. Presumably the criterion b.e.s unit reliability, but
this assumption. n.eed not be made since this will not affect the formulas
beloW. Let "c" be the criterion and r (ti ) the validity of the test
"i" at length t i an.d let Ric be the valraity corre.cted for attenuation and
ODe bas
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() t It ·m 1/2 m Ric LilLi+1 112rio t i =Rio . i i T.I, i

where

'(8)

From (1) we can find the equation for the length of the test which will
give a specified validity: Note that only validities smaller in absolute
value than the validity corrected for attenuation can be obtained and that
the sign of the validity is unchanged by lengthening the test. Ist rio
be the desired validity, let t(~i ) be the length of the test that . '
wiil give this validity and we neJle:

2

2
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